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“There are 

many excellent 

programs within 

the professional 

society community 

to help acquaint 

young people with 

the excitement and 

rewards of careers 

in materials science 

and engineering. 

Why launch 

another?”

“If you’re wondering how he eats and breathes and other science facts (la-la-la), 
just repeat to yourself, ‘It’s just a show, I should really just relax.’”

—Theme Song for Mystery Science Theater 3000

 There is nothing quite like the television series Mystery Science Theater 3000. Simultaneously 
low- and high-brow, the MST3K premise is that a set of bad bosses strand an unassuming 
employee on a spacecraft and force him to watch really, really bad movies. Our hero endures 
this torment by joining with two robot compatriots to provide hilarious running commentary as 
an accompaniment to the drecky cinema. (Happy streaming everyone; episodes are available on 

Santa Claus Conquers the Martians as an introduction!) As the show started 

eruditism of watching MST3K
inspire them on their current paths through graduate education in the real sciences. (Probably not, 

MST3K would inspire the opening of a could-be 

technology, engineering, and mathematics) pursuits when we presented the museum-style 
Comic-taniumTM: The Super Materials of the Superheroes.    

 TMS has retired Comic-taniumTM as a project, but we are now in the midst of developing a 
new follow-on initiative called Materials ExplorersTM. This new program focuses not on bringing 

classroom. Being developed under the auspices of the TMS Public and Governmental Affairs 
Committee, Materials Explorers

. . . designed to inspire high school students to pursue careers in science and engineering by connecting 
minerals, metals, and materials science and engineering concepts to the world that they know and 
experience in a fun and compelling way. Much of the program content will leverage science and 

and other pop culture resources as a means of providing an accessible way to engage students on 
technical topics. In addition, technologies that students may be familiar with through their own use 
(i.e. smartphones) or through current events will also be highlighted to demonstrate the impact of 
scientists and engineers—real-life “materials explorers”—on everyday life. The program name, 

™, however actually refers to the students themselves, with all of its resources 
focused on encouraging them to take a journey of discovery to a career path that is open to anyone, 
from anywhere, from any background. . . . The cornerstone of the initiative will be to provide tools and 
coaching to support TMS member volunteers in visiting classrooms (e.g. as part of “Career Days”) and 
other venues to discuss the profession. TMS member volunteers will also be encouraged to be available 
to students for follow-up questions and further exploration of career options through online resources 
established through ™. This approach builds on the assessment that the most 
powerful and impactful aspect of Comic-tanium™ was connecting students with real-life scientists and 
engineers who could serve as role models and potential mentors. 

see Materials ExplorersTM be portable, cost-effective, and, most importantly, impactful.
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	in the final analysis



